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Press Release
MecSoft Corporation partners with RC Enterprises
Irvine, CA, September 5, 2012: MecSoft Corporation, the developer of industry leading computer
aided manufacturing (CAM) software solutions, has announced today a partnership with RC Enterprises,
a leading manufacturer of affordable CNC plasma cutting tables.
“We are excited about our new partnership with RC Enterprises,” states Anita Anand, VP of Sales and
Operations at MecSoft. “RhinoCAM bundled with a TruCut machine will provide a powerful productivity
enhancement tool for the users.”
RC Enterprises, the parent company of the brand TruCut CNC™, was established in 2008 with the goal of
providing high performance shop automation at affordable prices. All products made by RC Enterprises
are manufactured in Nashville, Tennessee. “We are excited about the opportunity to offer our
customers a high end, yet easy to use, CAD/CAM solution at a very reasonable price,” said CEO of RC
Enterprises, Ross Carlisle. “The quality of parts produced by our machines depends on quality
software. We are confident that RhinoCAM will deliver the results that our industrial clients demand.”
RC Enterprises will sell RhinoCAM alongside their CNC cutting tables to insure their customers are using
a high quality and easy-to-use CAM solution while working in the Rhinoceros CAD program.

About MecSoft Corporation
Headquartered in Irvine, California, MecSoft Corporation is a worldwide leader in providing Computer
Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software products for the small to mid-market segments. These products
include VisualMILL®, VisualXPORT for Inventor®, VisualMILL for SolidWorks®, RhinoCAM™, Alibre CAM®
and VisualTURN®. The software delivers powerful, easy-to-use and affordable solutions for users in the
custom manufacturing, rapid tooling, mold making, aerospace, automotive, tool & die, woodworking,
and education industries. For the latest news and information, visit www.mecsoft.com or call 949-6548163.
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